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I. Introduction

The compensation practices, especially of the large financial institutions, are often held as one of the important factors which contributed to the recent global financial crisis. Employees were too often rewarded for increasing the short-term profit without adequate recognition of the risks and long-term consequences that their activities posed to their organizations. These perverse incentives amplified the risk taking that threatened the global financial system. 1 Financial regulators around the world, including India, moved to enact prescriptions aimed at increasing shareholder oversight of executive pay.

Set against this background, the article makes two novel proposals focusing on the Indian context: firstly, it nudges the regulators to prescribe creditor-centric compensation rules at banks and other financial institutions. The RBI has hitherto focused on pay-reforms that will promote incentive alignment between executives and shareholders in the aftermath of financial crisis. Such reforms are likely to promote more risk-taking among bank executives rather than less, because the bearer of residual risk in the case of a bank is the taxpayer/uninsured creditor. On the other hand, creditor-centric approach to pay reform will ensure “skin in the game” for the bank executives and promote conservative management. And finally, for the first time in Indian context, it argues that the RBI ought to mandate banking institutions to pay a substantial portion of the managerial compensation in contingent capital bonds. This measure, if enacted, would significantly incentivize managers and directors to ensure that the bank takes risks consistent with taxpayer and the uninsured creditors’ interests. 2

Section II points out the peculiar nature of a deposit-insured financial institution like a bank. Section III points out that the lacuna in the reforms introduced in the aftermath of financial
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crisis. Section IV introduces the concept of contingent capital and the extant market practice in connection with their use in executive compensation. Section V points out that the structure of currently outstanding contingent capital awards issued by European banks may exacerbate risk-taking incentives exactly when the bank needs prudent management and discusses the design to mitigate those risks. Section VI argues that contingent capital bonds compare favorably with so-called “inside debt” (retirement pay and deferred compensation payable to executives). Section VII concludes.

II. The Financial Firm

Banks act as intermediaries of short term deposits to long term borrowers; the deposits are highly liquid and the greater fraction of them are retail and redeemable on demand. On the other hand, the loans that banks make to their borrowers are highly illiquid investments and fixed in tenure. The intermediation of short term on demand funds to long term fixed tenure investments exposes banks to an “asset-liability risk”—Risk that it will be unable to pay back the deposits as they come due, without accelerating (calling back) long term profitable loans. This is likely to happen for example when there is a “run on the bank” when all or a substantial fraction of the depositors demand their deposits back at the same time.

To avoid this, financial sector regulators across jurisdictions have made provisions for deposit insurance ex ante. In India, for example, the RBI administers deposit insurance through the Deposit Insurance & Credit Guarantee Corporation (“DICGC”) that protects deposits to the extent of INR 100,000/- in one account. The intuition here is that insuring the retail depositors from the loss protects them in the event of bank failure and thus makes the bank less vulnerable to “run on the bank” around the zone of insolvency. Since all banks benefit from the stability that deposit insurance brings about, deposit insurance contributes to mitigation of systemic risk.

On the other hand, it also induces moral hazard in the shareholders and the management of the bank because deposit insurance in effect, shifts residual risk from the shareholders on to the taxpayer. This moral hazard creates perverse incentives in the shareholder-management coalition to take exposure to risky assets without adequately accounting for the risks; because the losses that they would sustain in the event the assets (loans) defaulted would be shared between
them and the taxpayer, and the profits (in the event there is no default) will exclusively benefit them. To frame the dynamic in terms of agency theory, in the case of banks, the shareholders and the bank management impose agency costs on the uninsured creditors and taxpayers.

It may be noted that, this incentive pattern is peculiar to the banks and is not shared with non-financial firms. Contrast the pattern discussed above with the incentive structure of the typical non-financial firm—the traditional wisdom for this type of firm is that management and the shareholders have diametrically opposite objectives—diversified shareholders, uncaring for firm-level risk, would want their management (or the controlling shareholder) to invest the firm’s resources in risky but positive net present value projects; on the other hand, the managers/controlling shareholder is invested in the firm (through a substantial equity stake or undiversified human capital) and therefore have private incentives to invest the firm’s resources in non-risky assets or otherwise reap private benefits of control. Legal institutions and market mechanisms have been devised therefore to align the incentives of shareholder and the management of the firm. For example, the Securities & Exchange Board of India has mandated in clause 49 of the Listing Agreement that listed companies appoint independent directors on their boards as a condition for offering their shares to the public. Companies routinely pay a portion of executive directors’ compensation in equity based instruments so as to align their objectives with their own. Since the last bearer of risk in a non-financial firm is the shareholder, corporate governance initiatives and market mechanisms are aimed at aligning the interests of the shareholder and the management. Consequently, corporate governance at the financial firms in general and banks in particular, ought to be aimed at aligning the interests of the taxpayer and the uninsured bondholders—since it is those stakeholders that in effect are the last bearers of the risk in the event of bank failure.

Research on the financial crisis indicates that moral hazard among the shareholders caused owing to the peculiar nature of the financial firm discussed above could have in fact accentuated the perverse incentives that caused the crisis. Bratton and Wachter point out that prior to the autumn of 2007, the banks (represented by the subset of bank stocks of the S&P 500) outperformed the market as a whole, in rough co-relation to its ups and downs. The relative weight of the financial sector within the S&P 500 grew from 13.0% in 1999 to 22.3% in 2006. (Bratton & Wachter, 2010). However, the narrative surrounding the financial crisis revolved
around the agency cost bank executives imposed on shareholders and other stakeholders. Global regulatory reform in the aftermath of the crisis was premised upon that narrative. For instance, the “Dodd-Frank Act” enacted in the United States in the aftermath of the crisis, entitled the shareholders to have “say-on-pay”. In India, the RBI has followed global trend on pay-reform and implemented shareholder-centric rules. However, as the next section illustrates, the executive compensation reforms implemented by the RBI are unlikely to deter the risk-seeking incentives of bank shareholders and therefore leave the taxpayer as exposed to losses as she was before the crisis.

### III. Pay Reform After the Crisis—High Hopes?

The Financial Stability Board (“FSB”) issued the Principles of Sound Compensation Practices in 2009 to ensure effective governance of compensation, alignment of compensation with prudent risk-taking and effective supervisory oversight and stakeholder engagement in compensation. The RBI has implemented the FSB standards through the Guidelines on Compensation of Whole Time Directors/Chief Executive Officers/Risk Officers and Control Function Staff (“Guidelines”). The Guidelines prescribe that the compensation structure for the WTDs/CEOs should be divided into fixed pay, variable pay that may be up to 70% of fixed pay and further stipulate deferral of variable pay for a minimum of three years where it is 50% or more of the fixed pay. In addition, they also prescribe malus and claw-back for the portion of compensation deferred (in the event of say, earnings restatement after the asset-origination).

An analysis of each of these reform measures is in order before we make the normative claim in this paper:

#### A. Remuneration Committee:

As a means to effectively govern compensation of bank managers, the Guidelines mandate that the banks formulate and adopt a comprehensive compensation policy for its employees. The Guidelines further mandate that the board of directors should constitute a Remuneration Committee of the board, with the majority of its directors being non-executive independent directors, to oversee the framing, review and implementation of the said compensation policy.
Note that the directors performing the oversight as part of the Remuneration Committee are beholden to the shareholders as the latter appoint them. As such, it is unlikely that their incentives are aligned with the taxpayers and unsecured creditors as they monitor the remuneration practices of their bank managers (Bebchuk & Spamann, 2010). Without prejudice to the aforementioned claim, even the most motivated independent directors are constrained by information asymmetry as they are outside directors retained by the Company/Bank only part-time; moreover, the independent directors may lack the financial expertise to adequately assess the risk-impact independently of insider-managers. Boards in the United States have had majority independent directors since the corporate governance reforms enacted in the aftermath of the Enron scandal. As Ferreira et al point out, the percentage of Independent directors as a percentage of all directors had in fact increased progressively from 51% in 2000 to 73% in 2008, in United States banks (Ferreira, Kirchmaier, & Metzger, 2010). They observe the same pattern for Non-United States banks. Board independence therefore does not appear to have prevented bank failures in the United States and the United Kingdom (Becht, Bolton, & Röell, 2011). In fact, there is empirical work pointing to the evidence that banks with more shareholder-friendly boards (meeting “good governance” attributes relating to board independence as defined by Institutional Shareholder Services, a proxy advisory firm), fared distinctly worse during the crisis (Beltratti & Stulz, 2009). It is plausible to argue therefore that independent directors have not been very effective in monitoring risk-taking by banks in the years leading up to the financial crisis.

B. Deferred Variable Compensation:

Another compensation reform mandated by the Guidelines is the deferral of variable pay. Variable pay like bonuses was deemed to contribute to short-termism of commercial and investment bankers that ultimately contributed to the financial crisis. It was thought that deferral would curb short-termism by making sure executives have “skin in the game” for a specified duration after they acted. However, the minimum deferral period of three years that the Guidelines provide is too diluted. As we discussed above, the board and the shareholders are unlikely to have incentives to prescribe deferral periods higher than three years. Therefore, deferral of variable pay (Bonus) appears insufficient to reduce the moral hazard that contributed to the crisis.
Other forms of deferred variable compensation intended to incentivize the employee to think long term have their drawbacks too. One such instrument is restricted stock. Stock that cannot be sold for a specified period or whose sale is contingent on certain conditions. However, imagine a bank at the zone of insolvency that requires recapitalization in the near term; if the bank management/CEO have a substantial fraction of her wealth locked-in in restricted stock (a specie of deferred variable pay), her incentives would run exactly opposite to recapitalization as the depressed stock price near the zone of insolvency would mean the CEO’s stake would be substantially diluted if the bank issued more equity. This is not merely academic speculation—Richard Fuld, the then CEO of Lehman Brothers was heavily invested in the firm through equity and equity-linked pay. It is common knowledge that he held out against injecting capital in the firm “at low single digits” that eventually led Lehman Brothers to file for bankruptcy. Restricted stock and other variable deferred pay that align the CEO incentives over the long term thus aggravate the incentive to “hold out” against recapitalization at precisely the moment the firm requires capital infusion (Gordon, 2010).

C. Disclosure/ Monitoring

Finally, the Guidelines mandate disclosure of pay practices of banks in the financial statements. Although disclosure of compensation is a best practice, theory suggests that diffuse shareholders/debt holders face collective action dilemma in scrutinizing this information. Their individual stake in the firm’s issued equity/debt capital may be too miniscule to make the costs of scrutiny rational. Since the benefits of their action are diffused among other shareholders. Furthermore, banks bury this information in the annual reports which makes detection of problematic pay practices difficult to the regulators. In sum therefore, disclosure is unlikely to effectively mitigate the risk-shifting incentives of bank-management. Moreover, to the extent that this disclosure is made to the shareholders, the disclosure of pay practices could actually be counter-productive in that shareholders rationally want their managers to take more risks over the long term, in face of deposit insurance.

A related regulatory measure is monitoring: Indeed the Guidelines prescribe that private banks shall seek RBI approval of their remuneration practices for consistency with the FSB principles. The Guidelines stipulate that RBI will monitor if there is appropriate balance between fixed and variable pay, whether adequate deferrals are built-in, in the variable
component and whether the cost/income ratio supports the remuneration package consistent with the maintenance of sound capital adequacy ratio. However, as we have already discussed, deferred variable pay can create perverse incentives among the executives to refuse recapitalization precisely at the time bank requires it. So, even if the regulators ensure optimum deferral of variable pay is built into the compensation structure, the same does not guaranty that the bank as such is less prone to failure in the future.

Finally, generally, it is important to acknowledge that regulators are not omniscient and may suffer from cognitive biases, information asymmetry or act in their selfish interests in preference to the social good. For example, their risk-aversion may cause them to mandate that a solvent but illiquid bank issue capital it does not need since they bear the costs of apparent regulatory failure alone while the benefits of regulatory supervision are diffused across the financial system. On the other end of the spectrum, regulators may choose to forbear from taking action in face of knowledge that a particular bank is failing towards the end of their tenure, especially; they may delay disclosure of the failure till the relevant personnel have vacated their position, to avoid the stigma.
IV. The Concept of Contingent Capital

One of the mechanisms to address the moral hazard issue is for the bank to issue a long term deeply subordinated bond that will be instruments called “Contingent Capital” instruments. Contingent capital bonds are debt instruments that automatically convert into equity / are written off in the event capital adequacy of the bank concerned breaches a specified critical capital threshold. It thereby raises the equity cushion for the bank and in effect recapitalizes it at a time when equity infusion on the capital markets is potentially expensive. There is cyclicality to the capital raising exercise of banks that makes raising capital difficult for banks at precisely the times they need it the most. On the other hand, contingent bonds are countercyclical in nature as they convert into equity/ shore up equity around the zone of insolvency. As such banks and other systemically important financial institutions that have included contingent capital as part of their capital structure mitigate the risk that they cannot issue capital near the zone of insolvency.

The countercyclical nature of contingent capital instruments has generated regulatory and policymaker interest in the aftermath of financial crisis. As is widely known, taxpayers bailed out many financial institutions including American Insurance Group, Bear Stearns and other commercial banks during the financial crisis as these institutions suffered losses on their real estate lending portfolio or credit default swap exposures. Contingent capital in the capital structure has the potential to act as going-concern loss-absorbing capital thus privatizing losses that were socialized in the financial crisis of 2008. Accordingly, banks in Europe including Barclays, Credit Suisse, Lloyds and Rabobank have issued contingent capital bonds to investors.

A. Is Contingent Capital the Panacea? Some Outstanding Issues

a. Conversion Trigger

However, it is critical that the contingent capital instrument be structured appropriately for the instrument to generate appropriate incentives. Academic work and practitioners has focused on the nature of trigger and the effect of conversion (see, for example, (Pennacchi, Vermaelen, & Wolff, 2014), (Calomiris & Herring, 2013) and (Goldman Sachs Global Markets Institute, 2009). As we shall discuss in the following section, regulators and market practice have preferred accounting based triggers, pegging the conversion to the capital adequacy ratio; on the other hand though, since accounting triggers are lagging indicators of distress, the counter-view is that
triggers ought to be market-driven. Proponents of market-based triggers argue that since the financial statements of firms are only periodically disclosed and are historical, there is a risk that the bank capital is depleted to the point of insolvency by the time the conversion is triggered. Therefore, a contingent capital instrument ought to have a forward-looking trigger (for example, market capitalization i.e. the share price) for the trigger to activate. However, though market-based triggers are more “current”, they are subject to manipulation, especially if the conversion price is prescribed as the market price of equity at the point of trigger rather than fixed upfront. The contingent capital holders can push the already depressed stock price lower including by short selling to get greater amount of stock than otherwise. Proponents of market-based reform have suggested moving average/ volume weighted average as the means to reduce the incentive to manipulate. Such a trigger may specify for example, that the contingent capital will be converted if the market value of equity declines 10% below its volume weighted average for the last ninety days. Others have proposed a dual-trigger mechanism based on decline of bank stock and bank index by a specified percentage to mitigate the risk of manipulation (McDonald, 2013).

A detailed discussion of the optimum trigger is beyond the scope of this paper. Since regulators including the RBI have espoused the accounting based triggers and we propose that bank managers be paid in very aggressive (high) trigger contingent capital instruments (such that they will take the first loss), we will advance this discussion using the accounting based triggers as our basis.

b. Conversion Effect

As pointed out earlier, contingent capital instruments could either be designed as contingent convertible bonds- that will convert into equity at the trigger based a pre-specified formula, or as write-off bonds- that will have their principal written off either fully or partly, at the breach of the trigger. The former will hurt the shareholders because the conversion has a dilutive impact on stock value; the latter hurts the bond holders and therefore relies on market discipline imposed by contingent bond holders to induce the bank to conserve capital.

It appears that the convertible form of contingent capital is better from a regulatory standpoint than the contingent capital that relies on write-off. Since the shareholders and their appointees control the resources and benefit from the inherent moral hazard in the business of
banking, imposing costs on the shareholders through dilution should mitigate the moral hazard and reduce their risk-seeking incentives. On the other hand, write-off contingent capital relies too heavily on bond holder monitoring to ensure that the bank is prudent in risk taking. Bond holders are outside investors and may suffer from information asymmetry and collective action problems that will dampen their incentives to impose market discipline. In face of these problems, write-off contingent capital may aggravate the risk-shifting incentive that the shareholder-bank manager coalition already have because a bank that issues write-off contingent capital privatizes gains from risk-taking (to shareholders) and shifts the losses to bond holders. (Goldman Sachs Global Markets Institute, 2009) and (Coffee, 2010)).

Contingent capital bonds can also serve as an effective executive remuneration instrument. Firstly, banks that have outstanding contingent capital bonds may use such pay practices as a signaling mechanism to cure the “adverse selection” problem that arises between the investors and issuing banks. Secondly, designed appropriately, paying executives in these bonds motivates them to think in the interests of uninsured creditors and taxpayers over the long term. So, paying executives in contingent capital is more likely to motivate them to design subsequent issues of contingent capital bonds to the investors appropriately. Finally, even if the contingent capital bonds issued to the executives are triggered, they signal the impending recapitalization of banks thereby enabling them to capitalize cheaply. As we shall see in the following section, these features make contingent capital bonds far more attractive remuneration tool than “inside debt”.

B. **Contingent Capital In Compensation—Market Practice**

Paying bank executives in contingent convertible bonds is not just an academic argument; Barclays in the United Kingdom and Credit Suisse in Switzerland have already installed programs compensating their executives in contingent convertible bonds. Both the programs are identically designed in that the contingent capital awards lapse if the core equity tier I capital of the banks concerned falls below a stipulated threshold.

It is debatable whether the design of the awards discussed above is optimal. As the following section will discuss, the design of the contingent capital bonds issued to the executives could be further optimized for aligning their incentives to the interests of unsecured creditors/
taxpayers. However, compensation reforms introduced at Barclays and Credit Suisse underline
the global shift towards creditor aligned compensation reform.

V. Designing The Optimum Contingent Capital

A. Conversion Effect

Imagine the incentives of a Barclays/ Credit Suisse executive after the core equity tier 1 ratio has breached the defined 7% trigger. At that depleted level, it is in the interests of bank creditors and the taxpayers that the bank either recapitalizes or pursues prudent credit practices. Note however that, since the awards have lapsed, the bank executives do not retain any “skin in the game” to adopt prudent practices that will protect the creditors/ taxpayers. Indeed, having nothing of their personal wealth to lose and the value of equity being almost zero, they would be highly incentivized to “gamble for resurrection”.12 There is recent empirical support for the proposition that solvency-linked awards like the ones issued by Barclays and Credit Suisse do not perfectly align executives’ interests with the creditors. This is because, creditors typically are concerned about both the event of insolvency and the amounts they will recover in the event of bankruptcy. (Alex Edmans, 2011)

The ideal design for contingent capital issued to the bank managers, should convert the bond into an equity claim on the breach of the trigger. If the trigger is at a high enough point (when the equity has some non-zero value), this design will mean executives still have “something to lose” when capital adequacy has breached a critical threshold. This “skin in the game” will incentivize the managers to pursue less risk-seeking/ prudent policies even after capital adequacy has reached critically low levels. (Kaal, 2012).

Further, the ideal design would have a lock-in restriction so that the executive’s personal wealth remains locked in, in the bank after the conversion to equity. She will have greater exposure to the unsystematic risk related to the bank’s stock promoting risk-aversion. The restriction may be linked to adequate recapitalization of the bank. Such conditions will motivate the executives to issue capital (or obtain subordinated debt) from the capital markets at the earliest.

B. Threshold of trigger
Both Barclays Bank and Credit Suisse have issued contingent capital awards that have the same trigger as would convert/write-off the contingent capital instruments issued to their investors. However, higher triggers for contingent capital bonds granted to the executives can “signal” that the bank needs recapitalization. For example, if the contingent capital issued to executives converts into equity when the core equity tier I capital reaches 10% (when the outstanding contingent capital has a trigger of 7%), the outstanding bond holders, the shareholders and the regulators will be warned in advance of the need to recapitalize. Finally, a higher trigger for the conversion of contingent capital issued to the bank managers will be perceived by the contingent capital market investors as more strongly aligning the incentives of the managers to their interests. A higher trigger will therefore mitigate the risk of adverse selection and enable the bank to issue contingent capital at lower cost than otherwise.

C. Fraction of Executive Pay Payable In Contingent Capital

The fraction of executive pay that ought to be paid in executive compensation for the “right” incentives to be generated in the executives is an empirical question. We therefore make no claims regarding the optimum fraction of the contingent capital grant relative to the annual pay in this paper.

D. Voluntary Versus Mandatory

Risk-seeking constituencies like shareholders have no incentive to induce risk-aversion in their executives through issue of high trigger convertible contingent capital. Directors are after call the fiduciaries of shareholders on the board; so, they are similarly unlikely to take initiative(2,10),(993,993) in this regard. Finally, executives managing the bank “to the street” are unlikely advocates for remunerating themselves through high trigger convertible contingent capital. Accordingly, it appears that regulators should mandate the adoption of such design through regulatory fiat. The RBI should amend the Guidelines to provide for remunerating a considerable fraction of managerial pay at private sector banks through convertible contingent capital instruments.

Finally, we note that mandatory introduction of high trigger convertible contingent capital as remunerative tools is likely to optimize subsequent issues of contingent capital to the investors to the extent managerial personnel including the CEO choose the design thereof. Since, high trigger contingent capital will induce the managers to align themselves to the bond-
holders and be less risk-seeking than otherwise, such managers may be more likely to issue contingent capital with terms dilutive of the shareholder, as part of bank’s capital structure.

VI. “Inside Debt” Versus Contingent Capital Bonds

It has been long recognized that compensating the bank managers in debt will align their actions towards reducing riskiness of the assets that the bank creates (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Empirical research also supports the proposition that compensating actors in debt-based instruments makes them less risk-seeking than otherwise. Cassell et al. for example find that CEO inside debt holdings (pensions and deferred compensation) correlate to lower levels of risk seeking behavior. The authors find a negative association between CEO inside debt holdings and the volatility of future stock price returns, financial leverage and a positive association between CEO inside debt holdings and the extent of diversification (Cassell, Huang, Sanchez, & Stuart, 2012). Consistent with these findings, scholars have proposed that executives be paid a portion of their compensation in subordinated bonds that the bank issue to investors. (Tung, 2011).

However, inside debt is not without its disadvantages. We discuss the principal issues below. On the other hand, contingent capital bonds have the design features that can improve upon these drawbacks and therefore either replace or augment “inside debt” instruments in the executive compensation mix.

A. Magnitude:

Firstly, a large amount of inside debt has to aggregate for it to “push” the bank manager to risk-averse behavior. The bank manager will rationally discount the utility of inside debt if only a minor fraction of her yearly pay is paid in inside debt. For instance, ICICI Bank CEO, Ms. Chanda Kocchar’s provident fund and gratuity contributions for the fiscal year 2014 amounted to only about 13% of her yearly salary. Her peer at Yes Bank, Mr. Rana Kapoor also received about 13% of his yearly salary in provident fund and superannuation contributions; however Yes Bank does not report the amount of bonus paid to him in the fiscal year 2014. So, the actual fraction of “inside debt” is in fact lower than 13%. Mr. Aditya Puri at HDFC Bank compared favorably to the aforementioned CEOs. He received about 19% of his annual salary in provident fund and superannuation contribution in fiscal year 2014.
B. Duration

Duration of inside debt is another drawback. For “inside debt” to induce alignment with the creditors/taxpayers, the duration of the deferral ought to be long term such that the executives would still have “skin in the game” as the bank reaches the zone of insolvency. The more closely the duration of this debt approximates perpetuity, the more “skin in the game” for the executives near insolvency. As a corollary, regulatory prescriptions ought to mandate longer term, not short term deferrals. However, the Guidelines prescribe a minimum deferral period of merely three years. In other words, the bonus held back as debt is paid out in a period of three years following its accrual leaving the executives without any skin in the game over the long term. Thus, their risk seeking incentives are unlikely to be altered even in presence of “inside debt”.

Further, some forms of Inside debt (gratuity pay and provident fund) are paid out to the executive immediately on their retirement. It is the risk of default on the debt they owe the bank that will motivate the executives “to think like creditors.” To the extent the executive retains discretion to determine the timing of her retirement, “inside debt” enjoys a de facto “seniority” to other debt on the balance sheet. As such, the executive is immune from the risk of default. To put this argument in terms of the examples cited above, assuming that retirement pay of any of the executives cited above is a considerable fraction, because Ms. Kocchar and Messrs Kapoor and Puri are paid out their gratuity and provident fund payouts immediately on retirement, the arguably high magnitude of their “inside debt” is insufficient to align their interests to the uninsured creditors and the taxpayers.

Thus, to summarize, inside debt is insufficient to motivate the executives to think in the interests of creditors and taxpayer because they face no risk of default on the inside debt that they owe from the bank concerned.

Contingent convertible bonds are structured to account for both these disadvantages of inside debt. Firstly, contingent convertible bonds are long duration instruments having tenor of not less than ten years. Thus, they more closely approximate the duration unsecured creditors (taxpayers) of the bank are exposed to. Paying executives in these bonds therefore more closely aligns the executives’ interests to the unsecured creditors (taxpayers). Secondly, these bonds
could be issued to the executives as coupon-carrying grants unlike pensions/deferred compensation that is held back. Therefore the magnitude of debt due to the executives could be higher without the opportunity cost they incur on inside debt if such debt is issued pursuant to contingent capital bonds. Finally, the appropriately designed contingent capital bond converts into equity on the breach of the trigger as discussed above. Unlike inside debt, conversion to equity exposes the executive to default risk in the event of insolvency.

Thus, paying executives in Contingent convertible bonds appears to be more advantageous than paying them in inside debt as they are more motivated to think in the interests of uninsured creditors/taxpayers in face of default risk.

VII. Conclusion

To summarize, micro-prudential banking regulation in India in the aftermath of financial crisis has bought into the standard, but ultimately specious narrative of the financial crisis viz. the agency problems between bank shareholders and bank’s managers caused the crisis. In so doing, it may have strengthened the shareholder-managerial coalition that is likely to have been one of the principal causes for the crisis. It is important to recognize that the financial firm (or the bank as a convenient metaphor) has distinct corporate governance requirements given it operates where the residual risk-holder is in fact the taxpayer; this is all the more so, if the bank/financial firm is systemically important.

The crisis highlighted the aforementioned distinction. Accordingly, to the extent regulators are resorting to direct regulation of bank managerial pay, they should devise instruments that align the managers to non-shareholder constituencies. Convertible contingent capital is one such instrument. Given that regulators including the RBI have already recognized its role in augmenting national capital requirements pursuant to Basel III, prescribing private bankers are paid in them should be relatively easy; Moreover, the market practice of marquee global banks in Europe has provided lessons that RBI can learn from including more importantly the shortcomings in the design of their contingent capital.

The search of a silver bullet as a cure to the enduring tension between systemic risk and moral hazard may indeed be never-ending; optimally designed contingent capital in remuneration and capital structure may just be as close as it gets.
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